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ATTENDANCE
With 1 282 delegates from 75 different countries, the attendance level of the
EUROGIN 2019 congress was lower than in previous years.
The incorporation of a program strand in French language (French Workshop)
had a much lower impact than expected with regard to attendee numbers from
France. This was mainly due to the disruption of transport (national railway
strike in France and cancellation of many flights).
The geographical breakdown of attendees did not change a lot, with Western
European countries accounting for 59 %, Eastern Europe 11 %, North America
14 %, Latin America 3 % (very low), and Asia/Oceania 11 % (a significant increase
compared to 2018 and back to the long-term average).
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GEOGRAPHICAL
BREAKDOWN
58,8% Western Europe
14,4% USA & Canada
11,2% Eastern Europe
10,6% Asia (incl. Australia, NZ,Turkey)
2,8% Latin America (incl. Mexico)
2,2% Africa / Middle East / Gulf countries

PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY
BREAKDOWN
57% Gynecologists
20% Biologists, epidemiologists,

immunologists research, public health
sector, others

15% Pathologists
8% Head and neck specialists

ATTENDANCE of sessions
Almost all sessions showed very satisfactory levels of attendance.
The program featured the following types of sessions:
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Main Training Course modules

Main Scientific Sessions

other Scientific Sessions

Clinical Sessions

Specialized Workshops

local language workshop (French 1 full day)

Free Communication sessions

Posters

9

HPV and Head & Neck Forum sessions

Sessions on clinical topics continued to show very high attendance levels. Most scientific sessions and specialized
workshops - including the HPV and Head & Neck Forum - were well attended.

CME
(Continuing Medical Education)
The EUROGIN 2019 congress – Accelerating Detection and Elimination of HPV and Related Cancers,
Monaco, 04/12/2019 - 07/12/2019 has been accredited by the European Accreditation Council for Continuing
Medical Education (EACCME ® ) for a maximum of 26 European CME credits (ECMEC ® s).
Live educational activities, occurring outside of Canada, recognised by the UEMS-EACCME® for ECMEC® s are
deemed to be Accredited Group Learning Activities (Section 1) as defined by the Maintenance of Certification
Program of the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada.

SPEAKERS, PRESENTATIONS & ABSTRACTS
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Speakers and
Posters presenters

211

Faculty Members (invited speakers,
including the local scientific committee)

212

Non-invited Speakers
presenting free communications

90

Posters

558

Oral presentations*
*These include presentations in the following sessions:
Main Training Course, Main Scientific Sessions, Scientific sessions, Clinical Sessions, Free Communications,
Specialized Workshops, Specific language Workshop.

All abstracts are available for download on the EUROGIN 2019 website
www.eurogin.com/2019

EUROGIN GRANTS
The EUROGIN Organizing Committee awarded several grants for the best proffered papers submitted by young
researchers and applicants from low-income countries. The grants consisted of free registration and in some
cases also accommodation and travel support.

EXHIBITION
The exhibition area offered generous space
and easy access for stand builders.
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Exhibitors from all over the world presented a wide range of products and services, many of them specifically
related to HPV infection and related diseases. Many delegates showed interest in the exhibition and used the
opportunity to learn more about recent technological developments.

SATELLITE SYMPOSIA
7 sponsored satellite symposia were organized by industrial partners at lunchtime or in the afternoon.
Attendance was generally very satisfactory with variations according to the topics and time slots. Most attendees
at satellite symposia are highly motivated to learn about the data and experience offered.

EUROGIN WEBSITE IMPACT
The EUROGIN website continues to prove its
attractiveness.

Average number of visitors, during 2019

761 / week
Peak period of visitors

+ 3 071 / week
EUROGIN CONGRESS APP
The EUROGIN 2019 Congress App offered:
• Practical information (floorplan, exhibitors)
• Quick access to all program details with
search functions.
• Links between presentations and abstracts.
This direct access to specific abstracts was
particularly appreciated. The congress app was
used by an increasing number of delegates.
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The next EUROGIN congress will take place at the
Congress Center Düsseldorf, Germany

DÜSSELDORF
January 17-20, 2021

Contact: peter.mattonet@eurogin.com

